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Writer's Con 2022- Oklahoma City
Handout- Clarissa Willis

Writing
Children’s
Books that Sell
• Clarissa@clarissawillis.com
• https://clarissawillis.com/
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Join SCBWI* the best money you will ever
spend.
Read, read, read children’s books

Writing a
book that
sells…

Beware of false prophets
Do your market research
Write, read, write, read, read, read, read.
*Society for Children’s Book Writers and
Illustrators (https://www.scbwi.org/)
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5 Golden Rules
1. Your Idea must be a
solid one.
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1. Your Idea and the Nursery Rhyme Crime
• Think about a new take on an old tale- Nursery
Rhyme Crime by Priscilla Lamont, The Fourth
Little Pig, Little Red
• Write your idea down as a quick synopsis
• Think elevator pitch
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Example
• Corban has nightmares, and the worst
one is about creepy, crawly,
slimy CRITTERS invading his house. He
talks to his mom, his teacher, and even
his best friend Jax, and their advice only
worsens the nightmares. It is only when
he learns to use his mind tools' that he
can overcome his fears and get rid of the
critters once and for all.
Crittercrew.net
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2. Start already….
Where books start (Survey SCBWI)
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3. Challenges• What not to do• Have a perfect character who quickly
solves everything
• Use too many words children don’t
understand- Rare words are great!
• Someone else solves the problem for
the character
• Too many characters
• No plot or too much plot
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3. Challenges
What to Do• Be aware of the desktop in the
mind
• Look for ways to solve the
problem
• Coban tells his mother
• Corban tells his teacher
• Corban tells his friend
• Corban talks to his
grandfather
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Know what type of story you are going to write
• Own voices
• Non-fiction
• Realistic
• STEM
• Fantasy
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4. Get
Support
• Support group
• Friends
• Attend conferences
• Watch webinars
• Avoid the black hole of
not writing.
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5.
Revise,
rewrite,
review,
redo

Revise
Rewrite
Review
Get an editor
The business of writing for children
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A Poem for Children’s
Book Authors
Write, revise,
Rewrite and redo
Doing it is good for you!
You can write a children’s book
If you know where to look
So, write, write, write every day
Then revise the night away!
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• Writers read, and writers write
• Know your market
• Decide what type of book you want to write
• Set aside time to write

Conclusion

• Listen to the people who live in your head
• Questions?
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